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half of young Man is a social mammal. He lives and moves in a social group. The social group in which he lives is known as society. It is to society as Belarus Financial Sphere Belarus has a strong financial sphere, with the possibility of developing into a market economy. Infrastructural and Technical Infrastructure The infrastructural and technical infrastructure is made up of
a number of modern, well-developed transport and communication networks that are designed to provide a rapid and efficient means of communication. The Belarusian state has recently been improving the transport and communication infrastructure that remains ahead of the EU average. The country's transport and communications infrastructure provides a relatively high

level of capacity and coverage, with the provision of the national intra-city transport system being at a level almost equal to that of many EU countries. The Belarusian economy is characterised by the low level of competitiveness of the industry structure and little potential for technological innovations. High cost of some vital technologies and lack of investments are reflected
in low purchasing power, low demand for high-tech services and inefficient use of low-tech, human-intensive labour. Belarus financial sphere is engaged in: Development of financial markets and activities in the country The financial and economic activities of Belarus are organised mainly in the form of commercial banking that finances the majority of the country's

investments. The financial sphere in Belarus is currently limited, and although the government is committed to expanding the country's banking sector, a number of problems persist that prevent the development of a sound banking system. Belarusian banks still have limited access to international capital, with few investors and only a few branches abroad. Foreign assets are
heavily regulated and the system of accounting needs consolidation and standardisation. Foreign operations are carefully scrutinised by the supervisory authorities. Belarus financial sphere is engaged in: Trade and investment The trade and investment activity of Belarus is characterised by the low level of competitiveness of its industries in international markets. The trade

sector is dominated by wholesalers, and the foreign trade sectors are dominated by
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activities for children of all ages and adults too! Let h = -12 - i. Suppose h = 3*t + 2*t. Calculate the remainder when t is divided by 2. 1 Let v = 809 + -8. What is the remainder when v is divided by 15? 14 Calculate the remainder when (((-150)/4)/5)/((-1)/4) is divided by 11. 6 Let n(y) = -y**3 - 2*y + 2. Calculate the remainder when n(-4) is divided by 14. 12 Let n(k) =
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